HEARINGS AND CONFERENCES

Language in Board Orders directs automatic revocations, suspensions or temporary suspensions when licensees or applicants violate existing Orders of the Board. Listed below are licensees or applicants with suspensions, revocations or temporary suspensions, after the May 2007 Board Meeting. The Subsequent Action taken due to non-compliance by the licensee of an existing Board Order changes the licensure status which may be listed for a licensee or applicant with the May 2007 Board Hearings or Conferences, which follow the Subsequent Actions list.

In addition, other suspensions of licenses occur in compliance with Statute 59 O.S. § 567.17.1 of the Oklahoma Nursing Practice Act, when a nurse defaults on a contract with the Peer Assistance Program. A suspension letter is issued, and no Order is entered until the matter is heard by the Oklahoma Board of Nursing.

**SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS**

**License Revoked for Five (5) Years with Conditions**
- Fixico, Rachel Renee Campbell Tiger, LPN L0026605
- Foley, Renae Lois Hedrick, rn/lpn R0057799
- Lewis, Jennifer Anne Baimbridge Kirkland, LPN L0046369
- McCoy, Dawn Christine Sheets, LPN L0026225

**License Revoked for Two (2) Years with Conditions**
- Gann, Cheryl Nadine Gann James Mattocks, LPN L0024749
- Hale, Misti Dawn, LPN L0044988
- Lindsey, Danny William, LPN L0049932
- Lynn, Alice Ann Massengale Riley, RN R0028441
- Miller, Adrienne Lee Miller Coombes, RN R0050518
- Nelson, Denise Marie King, LPN L0021894
- Nolte, Rose Mary Gregory, LPN L0053078
- Pearce, Jolene Elizabeth, LPN L0041489
- Ross, Tammy Renee Burns Swopes, LPN L0043493
- Smith, Karen Sue DeMint, LPN L0030042

**License Placed on Suspension with Conditions**
- Artis, Serena Lee Terrell, LPN L0047968
- Brower, Patrician Joan Reyes Pullum, LPN L0053657
- Charboneau, Sandra Jean Richardson, LPN L0041479
- Cheek, Melia Gene Calico Boyd, RN R0061835
- Fox, Nancy Diane Brown, LPN L0053219
- Martin, Jennifer Marie Turlington, LPN L0048345
- Miller, Judith Ann Young Smith, LPN L0011670
- Nelson, Sylvia Stanwyck Tilley Newcomb, LPN L0009755
- Nix, Jessica Nicole McMahon, LPN L0051245
- Perryman, Gretchen Elizabeth Casey Bump Treat, LPN L0040192
License Placed on Suspension with Conditions
Pittman, Charla Michelle Gray, LPN       L0049606
Rice, Geri Rae Ann Combs, RN/lpn           R0076805/L0045406
Rowland, Carla Marie Strain, RN           R0076646
Thierry, Sharon Marie Lewis, LPN           L0048163
Winn, Patricia Renne Jarrett, LPN           L0034863

License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending a Hearing
Griffith, Donna Alane Birchfield Kirk, RN       R0056943
Jones, Nedra Marlena, LPN         L0053853
Pace, Morrell Raphael, RN         R0066159
Rush, Lesa Gail, RN             R0070797
Scott, Kimberly K. Hoffman, RN/lpn R0073477

License Placed on Suspension per Statute Pending a Hearing
Artman, Ailisa Gail Stafford, RN       R0084057
Ashworth, Amy Anne, Mirecki, RN/lpn R0073268
Boggs, Michael Duane, LPN       L0033547
Haltom, Mary Elizabeth Yarberry Hurley, RN R0060572
Tate, Michael Elvin, RN       R0079970
Philler, Julie Ann Buford McIntyre, RN R0068507
Wheeler, Rachel Anne Emerson, RN R0085700

MAY 2007 BOARD HEARINGS OR CONFERENCES

In accordance with the Oklahoma Nursing Practice Act (ONPA) and the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, the Oklahoma Board of Nursing took the following action after individual hearings and conferences in May 2007, and actions taken in compliance with Statute 59 O.S. § 567.17.1 of the ONPA.

Temporary Suspension Lifted and License Revoked for Twenty (20) Years with Conditions
Jacob, Renny  (NMN) Mathew, rn/lpn R0085166/L0048332

Temporary Suspension Lifted and License Revoked for Fifteen (15) Years with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Liles, Janet Mae Cox, rn R0046215

Temporary Suspension Lifted and License Revoked for Five (5) Years with Conditions
Crittenden, Kelley Jo Givens, rn R0065663

Voluntary Surrender Accepted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand upon Reinstatement
Pearson, Kelvin Warren, RN R0076155

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
Voluntary Surrender Accepted with Conditions upon Reinstatement
Coffman, Debrah Diane Young, LPN                             L0033617
Patrick, Karla Yvonne Clifton Calley, lpn                      L0028117

Voluntary Surrender Accepted with Conditions
Bogle, Katrina Lynn Hawkins, RN                                 R0042740
Crotty, Diana (NMN) Woolerton Southern, RN          R0045600
Perkins, Laura Jayne Teter, RN                              R0059699
Roundtree, Deborah Ann Higdon Contreras, RN              R0029481

License Placed on Temporary Suspension with Conditions and a Reprimand
*Winn, Patricia Renne Jarrett, LPN                                  L0034863

Continuance Granted and License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Board Hearing
Payne, Tiffani Dawn, LPN          L0046241

License Placed on Probation with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand -"Restricted"
Brooks, Crystal Gail Cathey, LPN                              L0050278
Edwards, Kelly Cai McCoy Holt, RN               R0053693
Glenn, Misty Shawn Redden, LPN                    L0043226
Leonard, Kimberly Anne, RN/aua                  R0082221
*Martin, Jennifer Marie Turlington, LPN                              L0048345
McDaniel, Carolyn Jean Oosahwe, RN/LPN    R0084450/L0028416
Nephew, Darla Sue Akins, LPN  L0033975
*Nix, Jessica Nicole McMahon, LPN                      L0051245
*Pittman, Charla Michelle Gray, LPN                  L0049606
Tomberlin, Kathryn Danyelle Tomberlin Coffin, LPN        L0051969
Whetstone, Margie Doreen, LPN          L0047638

License to Remain on Probation with Conditions per Previous Order – “Restricted”
Baker, Jamie Alan, LPN             L0040511

Request to Amend Granted. License to Remain on Probation with Conditions per Previous Order – “Restricted”.
Bruce, Leanne Sue Wheeler, RN/lpn               R0078482
Onu, Obiageri Ezenwanyi Iklechukwu, LPN      L0052339

Request to Amend Granted. License to Remain in Effect with Conditions per Previous Order.
Cree, Robert Dale, LPN                             L0028154
Horn, Laura Jean Orr Loeffelholz, RN            R0037107
Shoemake, Jennifer Lynn Yocom, LPN          L0044311

Application for Reinstatement Granted and License Placed on Probation with Conditions – “Restricted”.
Methvin, Susan Lee Methvin Eddington, rn         R0029347

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
Application for Reinstatement Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Fugett, Gina Lee Osborne, lpn  L0047388

Application to Return License to Active Status Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Ives, Julia Alice Wolf, rn/lpn  R0049610

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Armstrong, Leah Elizabeth Peters, LPN  L0043036
Bentley, Roy Gene, RN  R0040835
Brown, Amanda Madeline, RN  R0077478
Forbess, Pamela Jill Durgan, LPN  L0028208
*Fox, Nancy Diane Brown, LPN  L0053219
Gentry, Connie Sue Baker, LPN  L0043136
Henton, Catherine (NMN) Williams Sears, LPN  L0004959
Jones, Sheri Dawn Zollinger Wick, RN  R0043174
Lafer, Ruby Ann, LPN  L0019604
Lynes, Marilyn Kay Link Walters, RN  R0058481
McKinney, Barbara Sue Jay, RN/lpn  R0046566
Mitchell, Jennifer Lynn Hodges, RN/lpn  R0080459
Rhodes, Retana Faye Elder, LPN  L0052007
*Rice, Geri RaeAnn Combs, RN/lpn  R0076805
Smith, Terris Martina Smith Aska, LPN  L0049093
*Thierry, Sharon Marie Lewis, LPN  L0048163
Thompson, Jana Christina, LPN  L0050849

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Reprimand
Good, Gail Ann Thompson, RN  R0078237
*Griffith, Donna Alane Birchfield Kirk, RN  R0056943
Henson, Rhonda Lynn McCurdy, LPN  L0037668
Hubbard, N. Jean Crisler, RN  R0024191
McCoy, Tanya Irene, LPN  L0044411
McDade, Christine Ann Cahill, RN/lpn  R0055398
Meeks, Samantha Estelle Still Wysocki, RN  R0065443
Rattan, Julie Anne Bryant, RN  R0057259
Record, Donna Lynn Haskins, LPN  L0041160
Woodward, Margaret Denise McKinney Goforth, LPN  L0040195

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions
Cundiff, Merilyn Jean Cundiff Harris Crouch, RN  R0071706
Elliot, Lynn Marie Riley, RN  R0054707

License to Remain Suspended. Application for Reinstatement to be Approved upon Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
Dvorak, Cynthia Margaret Heeren, rn  R0046680

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
License to Remain Suspended. Upon Reinstatement License shall be placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
*Lewis, Jennifer Anne Baimbridge Kirkland, lpn L0046369

License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
Donnell, Kristen Ryan Kelly, RN R0073292
*Gann, Cheryl Nadine Gann James Mattocks, LPN L0024749
*Hale, Misti Dawn, LPN L0044988
Hammontree, Brandy Marie, LPN L0052959
*Lindsey, Danny William, LPN L0049932
*Lynn, Alice Ann Massengale Riley, RN R0028441
*McCoy, Dawn Christine Sheets, LPN L0026225
*Nolte, Rose Mary Gregory, LPN L0053078
*Ross, Tammy Renee Burns Swopes, LPN L0043493
*Smith, Karen Sue DeMint, LPN L0030042

Application for Reinstatement Granted. Upon Issuance, License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
Edwards, Jeri Lynn Moody Edwards McCarter, rn R0066981
*Foley, Renae Lois Hedrick, rn/lpn R0057799

Application to Re-write the NCLEX-RN Examination Granted. Immediately Upon Issuance, License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
Andrews, Anthony Lynell, NCLEX-RN Applicant N/A

Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Examination Granted and License Immediately Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
Roslik, Lara Larissa, NCLEX-RN Applicant R0089169

Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Examination Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand. LPN License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand.
Archer, Jodi Lynn Wylie, LPN/NCLEX-RN Applicant L0045471

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Denied with Conditions
Trupp, Christine Clevenger, RN-Endorsement Applicant N/A
(Appeal filed in OK Co. District Court)

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted with Conditions and a Reprimand
Powell, Deborah Lea Folgham, RN-Endorsement Applicant R0089086

Request for a Second Continuance Granted
Cornelius, Cynthia Kay Livengood, RN/lpn R0054698

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
Request for Rehearing, Reopening or Reconsideration Denied. License to Remain Revoked with Conditions per Previous Order.

Terms of Order Completed
Alexander, Mary Francis Burns, LPN L0053879
Arce, Gloria Lynne, LPN L0029353
Buttrum, Deborah Diane Johnson, RN R0027373
Campbell, Jeanne Renee Boyer, RN R0077469
Cole, Vivian Louise Starr Rhone Cole, LPN L0011598
Davis, Diana Lynn Clark, LPN L0041863
Deaton, Connie Anne Fink Nelson, RN R0077910
DuBuc, Nancy Ann Digiacoma, LPN L0027107
Elam, Brandi Dannette Jackson, LPN L0053624
Gower, Teresa Linn Knox, LPN L0041458
Groat, Sandra Diane Young, RN R0059113
Hahn, Donna Arlene Gostomski, RN R0044069
Hammack, Dennis Michael, LPN L0053656
Harrington, Judith Annette Shirley, RN/lpn R0062260
Huizar, Yvette Marie Barron, RN R0085385
Kauk, Rebecca Jean Stucker, RN R0071189
Lane, Tina Ann, LPN L0029775
Martin, Michele Renae, RN R0061417
Moore, Melanie Kay Stansell, RN R0073876
Mouse, Jimmie Kate Skaggs, RN R0055932
Nacion, Twila Dawn Rose, RN R0081109
O’Leary, Nancy Kocks, RN R0029352
Peters, Trudy Ann Ales Rider, RN/lpn R0046743
Ramos, Shannon Jolene, RN R0088362
Rhodes, Katherine Dorita Herman, LPN L0024528
Simmons, Dixie Gayle Hayes, RN R0043050
Simmons, Patsy Jean Nelson, LPN L0044017
Sizemore, Paula Jean Miner, RN R0030784
Smith, Mary Lee Creekiller Cunningham, LPN L0022649
Weldon, Misty Gail Adams, RN R0071111
Young, Carol Jan Saunders, RN R0045029

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.